MHC-derived peptides and the CD4+ T-cell repertoire: implications for autoimmune disease.
The receptor repertoire of peripheral CD4+ cells is primarily determined by selection processes in the thymus. These result in the positive selection of T cells whose receptors weakly recognize self-peptides restricted by class II self-MHC heterodimers. A majority of such self-peptide partial agonists are likely to be derived from self-MHC molecules. It is suggested that these thymically selected, weakly autoreactive T cells may subsequently be stimulated by peripheral exposure to microbially derived agonists that 'mimic' corresponding self-MHC peptides. In turn, 'molecular mimicry' between microbial agonists and tissue-specific self-peptides may lead to T-cell-mediated autoimmune disease. Hence such disease may reflect 'three-way mimicry' between peptides of respectively target tissue, pathogen and self-MHC (or other self-peptide dominantly presented in the thymus). This hypothesis accounts for the role of MHC haplotype in determining susceptibility to (or protection from) autoimmune disease. Direct evidence is presented in favour of the model as applied to diseases such as rheumatoid arthritis, autoimmune uveitus and autoimmune diabetes. Strong circumstantial evidence, based primarily on sequence similarities, is also presented for other autoimmune diseases. However, it is noted that the statistics of database searches, and the lack of predictable correlation between sequence similarity and T-cell cross-reactivity, require that such evidence be substantiated by further direct experiment.